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Who Is a “Tourist” ? :
A Conceptual Reconstruction of J. Urry’s “Tourist Gaze”
Shinya Suto
The concept of ?tourist gaze,” as suggested by John Urry ?1990?, is popular in tourism 
studies today.?In this paper, this concept is evaluated as a new methodology based on social 
constructionism.?Tourism specialists, such as the local governments, tourism associations, 
and managers of transportation, hotels, restaurants, and so on, jointly construct tourist 
attractions.?However, they are not tourists; nor can they force common people to visit the 
attractions of their city.  This concept is therefore different from Foucault’s “clinical gaze”.?
Because “tourist gaze” is associated with common people rather than with tourism specialists, 
the power to manage it is not disciplinary but based on environmental control.
Legal Analysis of Water Management in
Murray-Darling Basin
Shinichi Okuda & Satoshi Kurokawa
The Water Act 2007 and the Murray-Darling Basin Plan 2012 established a water 
resource management scheme in Australia.?It introduced the water rights trading scheme 
and sustainable diversion limits.?This note explores how the water rights trading scheme 
was created historically, and how the governments buy the water rights to protect the 
ecosystem in the basin.?Also, it analyses the way to produce the water for environment.
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